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Coin Transfer Unlinkability Under
the Counterparty Adversary Model
Takeshi Miyamae, ∗† Kanta Matsuura ‡
Abstract. Unlinkability is a crucial property of cryptocurrencies that protects users from
deanonymization attacks. However, currently, even anonymous cryptocurrencies do not
necessarily attain unlinkability under specific conditions. For example, Mimblewimble, which
is considered to attain coin unlinkability using its transaction kernel offset technique, is
vulnerable under the assumption that privacy adversaries can send their coins to or receive
coins from the challengers. This paper first illustrates the privacy issue in Mimblewimble that
could allow two colluded adversaries to merge a person’s two independent chunks of personally
identifiable information (PII) into a single PII. To analyze the privacy issue, we formulate
unlinkability between two sets of objects and a privacy adversary model in cryptocurrencies
called the counterparty adversary model. On these theoretical bases, we define an abstract
model of blockchain-based cryptocurrency transaction protocols called the coin transfer system,
and unlinkability over it called coin transfer unlinkability (CT-unlinkability). Furthermore,
we introduce zero-knowledgeness for the coin transfer systems to propose a method to easily
prove the CT-unlinkability of cryptocurrency transaction protocols. Finally, we prove that
Zerocash is CT-unlinkable by using our proving method to demonstrate its effectiveness.

1.

Introduction

1.1. PII Linkability Issue via Mimblewimble Protocol—Unlinkability is a crucial property of
cryptocurrencies that protects users from deanonymization attacks, as demonstrated by Bonneau
et al., Amarasinghe et al., etc.;1, 2 however, although Silveira et al. derived the conclusion that
Mimblewimble protocol attains transaction unlinkability, the actual risks of cryptocurrency’s
coin linkability are not necessarily understood.3–5 In this section, we illustrate a privacy issue via
Mimblewimble protocol concerning personally identifiable information (PII).6
Let “Alice” be an employee of Fujitsuna Co., and be assigned an employee number. Her official PII, e.g., name, email address, phone number, address, ID photo, is recorded on the Fujitsuna
Co.’s employee database. Because Fujitsuna Co. is a high-technology company, they pay the
salaries of their employees using Beam,7 one of the Mimblewimble-based cryptocurrencies.3
On the other hand, let Alice privately enjoy a content distribution service operated by
Tsutayama Movie Contents (TMC) Co. She is assigned her user ID. Her private PII, e.g., private
∗
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Fig. 1. PII Linkability Issue via Mimblewimble

email address, preferences including hobbies, and purchase history, is recorded on the TMC Co.’s
customer database. Since TMC Co. is also a high-technology company, they support Beam as a
payment means.
In most Mimblewimble-based cryptocurrencies, both the sender and the recipient of a transaction know all identifiers of input coins and output coins. As shown in Figure 1, Fujitsuna Co.
and Alice know the identifiers of coin1 and coin2, while Alice and TMC Co. know the identifiers
of coin2 and coin3. Therefore, if Fujitsuna Co. and TMC Co. colluded, they could associate
Alice’s official PII in Fujitsuna Co. with her private PII in TMC Co. via the identifier of coin2.
That is, Fujitsuna Co. could grasp Alice’s private information, e.g., her hobbies and purchase
history of movies, which is one of the privacy risks caused by Mimblewimble’s insufficient coin
unlinkability. However, this kind of issue has never been thoroughly discussed, and no solutions
have ever been proposed so far. This is mainly because the sender and the recipient in a coin
transfer are assumed to trust each other in most existing privacy adversary models.
In this study, we introduce the counterparty adversary model and coin transfer unlinkability
(CT-unlinkability) to analyze the PII unlinkability via any kind of cryptocurrency transaction
protocols.
1.2. Related Work—Pfitzmann et al. systematically defined the unlinkability of two or more
items of interest (IOIs) for general communication protocols.8 Some cryptocurrency researchers,
e.g., Amarasinghe et al., noticed that cryptocurrency transactions can also be handled in the
same way as the messages in the communication protocols, and they attempted to apply the
Pfitzmann’s unlinkability to their analysis of cryptocurrency’s privacy properties.2 However, the
application of the Pfitzmann’s unlinkability does not seem reasonable because it is defined as a
relation among the same kind of objects in a set (e.g., message senders), while we would like to
handle the relation between general objects (e.g., a relation between a sender and a transaction).
Backes et al. proposed AnoA framework for defining, analyzing, and quantifying anonymity
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properties, including sender unlinkability, for anonymous communication (AC) protocols, using
computational differential privacy.9 They modeled the AC protocols, generalized the notion of
computational differential privacy (CDP) to apply it to the AC protocols, and analyzed the privacy
of the AC protocols. However, since their theory assumes simple messaging that only includes a
sender, a recipient, and auxiliary information (that corresponds to layer-0 in blockchain protocol
layers), it is difficult for us to apply it to cryptocurrency transaction protocols (that correspond to
layer-1 and layer-2).
In the research field of cryptocurrency, Androulaki et al. defined activity unlinkability and
user profile indistinguishability to analyze the privacy of cryptocurrencies including Bitcoin.10, 11
Activity unlinkability assesses the difficulty of identifying whether two different addresses or
transactions belong to the same user. User profile indistinguishability assesses the adversary’s
ability to group the addresses and transactions of the same user. However, since their definitions
only focus on the unlinkability (or indistinguishability) between addresses or transactions, they
cannot handle unlinkability between general objects including coins. Furthermore, since it
assumes that the challengers never share any secret information with the adversaries, it cannot be
applied to the privacy issue under the counterparty adversary model defined in our work.
Ben-Sasson et al. defined ledger indistinguishability in their Zerocash paper to assess the
unlinkability between the transactions on the ledger of their decentralized anonymous payment
(DAP) scheme and the honest parties who participate in the DAP scheme.12 The adversary can
adaptively induce the honest parties to perform DAP operations of his choice. However, since
they assume that the counterparties of each challenger are not included in their adversaries and
that the private information of each coin is always hidden on the challenger’s side, their privacy
adversary model is not realistic. Furthermore, since the challenger’s APIs are largely specific
to the DAP scheme, their ledger indistinguishability is only applicable to Zerocash or its close
relatives.
Silveira et al. defined transaction unlinkability in their formulation of Mimblewimble.3 They
claim using the definition that since transaction kernel offsets are added to generate a single block
kernel offset, Mimblewimble attains transaction unlinkability. However, the scheme is specific
to the confidential transactions and the claim is only applicable to Mimblewimble.13
In the research field of cryptography, a large number of zero-knowledge proof system
protocols have been proposed based on the simulation paradigm.14–16 These protocols have
made a significant contribution to enhancing privacy in various fields including anonymous
cryptocurrencies. However, the application of the simulation paradigm in any other field than
zero-knowledge proof systems has been unusual so far.
1.3. Contents—The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
formulate unlinkability between two sets of objects. In Section 3, we define a privacy adversary
model in cryptocurrencies called the counterparty adversary model. In Section 4, we define an
abstract model of blockchain-based cryptocurrency transaction protocols called the coin transfer
system, and unlinkability over it called coin transfer unlinkability (CT-unlinkability) under the
counterparty adversary model. In Section 5, we introduce zero-knowledgeness for the coin
transfer systems to propose a method to easily prove the CT-unlinkability of cryptocurrency
transaction protocols. In Section 6, we prove that Zerocash is CT-unlinkable by using our proving
method to demonstrate its effectiveness. Section 7 concludes the paper.
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Fig. 2. Cryptocurrency Transaction Information Model

2.

Formulation of Unlinkability

This section formulates unlinkability between two sets of objects.
2.1. Cryptocurrency Transaction Information Model—First, we introduce an object graph
that represents a typical transaction information of UTXO-style cryptocurrency in Figure 2.
Everyone instantly notices that the transaction sender and the transaction recipient are linkable
if a cryptocurrency is designed to be perfectly transparent as Bitcoin is. In contrast, most
anonymous cryptocurrencies try to hide the link between the sender and the recipient. If it
is difficult to show the association between the sender and the recipient, we informally call it
unlinkable.
2.2. Object—We define a notion called object as the most fundamental element of the
cryptocurrency transaction information model, over which we formally define several privacy
properties in cryptocurrencies. An object is defined as information because blockchain-based
cryptocurrencies are implemented as software.
Definition 1 (Object). An ‘object’ is a primitive piece of information that indicates someone or
something in a cryptocurrency.
For example, a transaction, a sender, a recipient, an old coin, a new coin, coin amount, and
transaction confirmation time are the objects in a typical UTXO-style cryptocurrency.
2.3. Attribute—We define a notion called attribute to introduce a fundamental relation
between objects.
Definition 2 (Attribute). An ‘attribute’ is an object that indicates a property of an original object.
We also call the attribute a ‘child’ of the original object and call the original object a ‘parent’ of
the attribute.
For example, an old coin is an attribute of a transaction, and a sender is an attribute of an old
coin in a typical UTXO-style cryptocurrency.
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2.4. Association—We define another notion of relation called association that does not
contain any hierarchical relationship between objects.
Definition 3 (Association). Let O be a set of objects. If A ∈ O and B ∈ O satisfy either of the
following conditions from the perspective of a participant (e.g., an adversary), we call the relation
between A and B ‘A and B are associated.’ (We define a boolean function Assoc : O 2 → {0, 1} as
Assoc(A, B) = 1 if and only if A and B are associated.)
(1) A is an attribute of B, or B is an attribute of A.
(2) Both A and B are attributes of an identical parent object.
(3) Both A and B have an identical child attribute object.
(4) There exists C ∈ O wherein Assoc(A,C) = 1 and Assoc(B,C) = 1.
Note that the relation defined in Definition 3 is also expressed as ‘A is associated with B’ or
‘B is associated with A.’ If A and B are not associated, then we call the relation ‘A and B are
unassociated.’
For example, a sender is associated with a sent coin because the sender is an attribute of the
sent coin. A coin sent by a sender to Alice and a coin sent by the identical sender to Bob are
associated because both the coin sent to Alice and the coin sent to Bob have an identical sender.
We illustrate these notions for the cryptocurrency transaction information model (object,
attribute and association) in Figure 3.
2.5. Unlinkability—We define unlinkability in this section, which is the essential privacy
property in cryptocurrencies.
Definition 4 (Unlinkability). Let O be a set of objects. Given a set of objects of an identical type A = {Ai |i = 0, ..., n − 1} ⊂ O and another set of objects of another identical type
B = {B j | j = 0, ..., m − 1} ⊂ O , where A ∩ B = ∅ .∗ If the adversary A ’s advantage of the
A, B ) where nsec is a security parameter (e.g. key length),
indistinguishability game G assoc (nsec )(A
Gassoc (nsec )(A
A, B )) = max(|Pr[b = b0 ]–1/2|), is negligible, then we call the relation between
adv(G
A and B are unlinkable.’
A and B ‘A
A, B )]
[Indistinguishability game G assoc (nsec )(A
Challenger C : randomly selects a pair of objects p0 = (Ae ∈ A , Bq ∈ B ) where Assoc(Ae , Bq ) = 1,
randomly selects another pair of objects p1 = (A f ∈ A , Bs ∈ B ) where Assoc(A f , Bs ) = 0, randomly selects b ← {0, 1}, and sends Pb to A according to the value of b where P0 = (p0 , p1 ) and
P1 = (p1 , p0 ).
Adversary A : guesses b0 ← {0, 1} where Pb0 was sent by C .
∗

We assume that at least one pair of objects are associated and at least another pair of objects are unassociated.
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Note that the relation defined in Definition 4 is also expressed as ‘A
B is unlinkable with A .’ If A and B are not unlinkable, then we call the relation ‘A
A and B are
‘B
linkable.’
A, B ) for unlinkability.
Figure 4 depicts the indistinguishability game G assoc (A
B
For example, = {cmi | all the coin commitments on the ledger} is unlinkable with A =
{addri | all the possible recipient addresses} in Zerocash because adversaries cannot guess who
is the recipient of each coin commitment.12
On the other hand, B = {cmi | all the coin descriptors (UTXO transaction outputs) on the
ledger} is linkable with A = {addri | all the possible recipient addresses} in Bitcoin because
every relation between a coin and its recipient is disclosed in the coin descriptor and anyone can
see it.11
A = {A}), then
Definition 5 (Object Unlinkability). If A contains only a single object A (A
Definition 4 defines ‘object unlinkability’ between A = {A} and B using the indistinguishability
A = {A}, B ).
game G assoc (A
A = {A}, B ) for object unlinkability.
Figure 5 depicts the indistinguishability game G assoc (A
For example, A (= a recipient address) is unlinkable with B = {cmi | all the coin commitments
on the ledger} in Zerocash. Conversely, A (= a coin commitment) is unlinkable with B = {addri
| all the possible recipient addresses} in Zerocash.
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Theorem 2.1 (Transitivity of Unlinkability). Unlinkability is a transitive relation.
[ Proof. ] Let each of A and B be a set of objects of an identical type and A and B are unlinkable.
A, B ) is
The probability that an adversary wins the indistinguishability game G assoc (A
Gassoc (A
A, B ))[b = b0 ] = Pr[(b = 0 ∧ b0 = 0) ∨ (b = 1 ∧ b0 = 1)]
Pr(G
l(Ae , Bq )
= L(Ae , Bq ) =
l(Ae , Bq ) + l(A f , Bs )
1
Gassoc (A
A, B ))
<
+ adv(G
2
that is,
max(l(Ai , B j )) <

A, B )
1 + 2adv(A
min(l(Ai , B j ))
A, B )
1 − 2adv(A

where l(Ai , B j ) is the likelihood that B j is associated with Ai from the adversary’s perspective,
and L(Ai , B j ) is the conditional likelihood that B j is associated with Ai from the adversary’s
A, B ).
perspective after they are sent Pb in the indistinguishability game G assoc (A
Likewise, if C is another set of objects of another identical type and B and C are unlinkable,
B,C
C ) is
the probability that an adversary wins the indistinguishability game Gassoc (B
Gassoc (B
B,C
C ))[b = b0 ] = Pr[(b = 0 ∧ b0 = 0) ∨ (b = 1 ∧ b0 = 1)]
Pr(G
l(Bq ,Cv )
= L(Bq ,Cv ) =
l(Bq ,Cv ) + l(Bs ,Cw )
1
Gassoc (B
B,C
C ))
<
+ adv(G
2
that is,
max(l(B j ,Ck )) <

B,C
C)
1 + 2adv(B
min(l(B j ,Ck ))
B,C
C)
1 − 2adv(B

We now consider the association between Ai ∈ A and Ck ∈ C , deduced from the transitivity of
A,C
C ) (see Figure 6). The probability that
association, and the indistinguishability game G assoc (A
G
A
C ) is
an adversary wins the indistinguishability game assoc (A ,C
Gassoc (A
A,C
C ))[b = b0 ] = Pr[(b = 0 ∧ b0 = 0) ∨ (b = 1 ∧ b0 = 1)]
Pr(G
l(Ae ,Cv )
= L(Ae ,Cv ) =
l(Ae ,Cv ) + l(A f ,Cw )
∑B j l(Ae , B j )l(B j ,Cv )
=
∑B j l(Ae , B j )l(B j ,Cv ) + ∑B j l(A f , B j )l(B j ,Cw )
AB

<

BC

A,B
B)
1+2adv(B
B,C
C)
|B| 1+2adv(A
A,B
B) min(l(Ai , B j )) 1−2adv(B
B,C
C ) min(l(B j ,Ck ))
1−2adv(A
AB

BC

1+2adv(A
A,B
B)
1+2adv(B
B,C
C)
|B| 1−2adv(A
A,B
B) min(l(Ai , B j )) 1−2adv(B
B,C
C ) min(l(B j ,Ck )) + |B|min(l(Ai , B j ))min(l(B j ,Ck ))

A, B )}{1 + 2adv(B
B,C
C )}
{1 + 2adv(A
A, B )}{1 + 2adv(B
B,C
C )} + {1 − 2adv(A
A, B )}{1 − 2adv(B
B,C
C )}
{1 + 2adv(A
A, B ) + 2adv(B
B,C
C ) + 4adv(A
A, B )adv(B
B,C
C)
1 + 2adv(A
=
A, B )adv(B
B,C
C)
2 + 8adv(A
1
1
Gassoc (A
A, B )) + adv(G
Gassoc (B
B,C
C ))} = + adv(G
Gassoc (A
A,C
C ))
→
+ {adv(G
2
2
=
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Hence, A and C are unlinkable (unlinkability is a transitive relation). Q.E.D.
From this result, we only have to focus on the unlinkability in each information layer to
achieve the entire unlinkability over the whole cryptocurrency transaction information model.

3.

Privacy Adversary Models

In this section, we define a privacy adversary model in cryptocurrencies called the counterparty
adversary model, where we assume that the counterparties of each challenger in coin transfer
transactions can become their privacy adversaries.
3.1. Current Privacy Adversary Model—Most of the past cryptocurrency studies have
assumed that the counterparties of any challengers in coin transfer transactions never become
their privacy adversaries.
The following two simple rules are assumed in the current privacy adversary model (see
Figure 7).
(1) The adversaries may not send their coins to the challengers.
(2) The challengers may not send their coins to the adversaries.
As a result, the adversaries can only observe the coin transfer transactions between the
challengers as privacy attacks. They cannot share any secret transaction information with the
challengers.
3.2. Counterparty Adversary Model—On the other hand, we propose another privacy
adversary model in cryptocurrencies, which does not assume either rule defined in Section 3.1
(see Figure 8). We call it the counterparty adversary model. In this privacy adversary model, since
the adversaries can send their coins to or receive coins from the challengers, they can observe the
challengers’ privacy using their shared secrets, in addition to the coin transfer observation.
The counterparty adversary model is highly reasonable because the real world is not split
cleanly into two domains as shown in the current privacy adversary model. However, the
counterparty adversary model has never been thoroughly discussed so far. Therefore, we must
24
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estimate the privacy threat from the counterparties during coin transfers to use cryptocurrencies
as everyday payment means.
3.3. PII Unlinkability—For example, we define a privacy issue that only occurs under the
counterparty adversary model, called PII unlinkability (Figure 9). We consider a case that an
adversary A1 sends a coin to a challenger C1 , and C1 sends a coin using another identity C2 to
another adversary A2 . Even if A1 and A2 colluded with each other and they shared the C1 ’s PII
and the C2 ’s PII with each other, a perfect privacy-enhancing coin transfer would keep the shared
these PIIs unlinkable.† Conversely, if A1 and A2 colluded with each other and the coins that A1
sent to C1 and the coins that C2 sent to A2 were linkable, the adversaries could conclude that
both identities C1 and C2 belong to an identical person. They could merge the C1 ’s PII and the
C2 ’s PII into a single PII.

4.

Coin Transfer System

In this section, we define an abstract model of blockchain-based cryptocurrency transaction
protocols called the coin transfer system, and unlinkability over it called coin transfer unlinkability
(CT-unlinkability) under the counterparty adversary model.
Definition 6 (Coin Transfer System). Let M be a set of probabilistic polynomial-time Turing
machines. M is a ‘coin transfer system’ if every machine M f rom ∈ M can transfer their ownership
of the coin to any other machine Mto ∈ M using a public information channel and a private
information channel between them. We call each M ∈ M a ‘coin transfer machine.’
Note that a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm means a probabilistic algorithm that
always (i.e., independently of the outcome of its internal coin tosses) halts after a polynomial (in
†

We assume that the C1 ’s PII and the C2 ’s PII have no common part.
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the length of the input) number of steps. The adversary’s verdict of whether to accept or reject
the unlinkability is probabilistic, and a bounded error probability is allowed.
For example, a coin transfer system for blockchain-based cryptocurrencies is illustrated in
Figure 10. Every blockchain-based cryptocurrency, including Bitcoin, uses a distributed ledger
as a public information channel. Furthermore, most anonymous cryptocurrencies provide their
protocols, including private channels between each participant.
Focusing on a machine Mcur , which is sent coins from M prev and sends the sent coins to Mnext ,
its inputs are classified into three types, public-inputs (from the ledger), private-inputs (from
M prev ), and self-inputs (e.g., random value generated by Mcur ). On the other hand, its outputs
are classified into two types, public-outputs (to the ledger) and private-outputs (to Mnext ). This
transaction process is denoted as a function named Mcur , such as (public-outputs, private-outputs
to Mnext ) = Mcur (public-inputs, private-inputs from M prev , self-inputs).
Next, we introduce unlinkability in coin transfer systems under the counterparty adversary
model.
Definition 7 (Coin Transfer Unlinkability). Given a coin transfer system defined in Definition 6
and a pair of colluding adversaries M prev and Mnext . If all the coins sent by M prev to the addresses
other than M prev and Mnext , denoted as C out , and all the coins sent by the addresses other than
M prev and Mnext to Mnext , denoted as C in , are unlinkable (regarding the association such that one
coin is spent by another), we call the relation between C out and C in ‘coin transfer unlinkable
(CT-unlinkable).’
The CT-unlinkability defined in Definition 7 is essential under the counterparty adversary
model because it ensures PII unlinkability shown in Figure 9.
Theorem 4.1 (PII unlinkability under CT-unlinkability). CT-unlinkability ensures PII unlinkability.
[ Proof. ] Assuming that C out and C in are CT-unlinkable and that the C1 ’s PII and the C2 ’s PII
are linkable by any coin transfers, at least one coin sent by adversary A1 to C1 and another
coin sent by C2 to adversary A2 seems to be associated, which means that C out and C in are
CT-linkable. This situation is a contradiction, so the assumption must be false. Therefore, if C out
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and C in are CT-unlinkable, the C1 ’s PII and the C2 ’s PII are also unlinkable by any coin transfers.
Q.E.D.

5.

Zero-Knowledge Coin Transfer System

This section introduces zero-knowledgeness for the coin transfer systems to propose a method to
easily prove the CT-unlinkability of cryptocurrency transaction protocols.
It is relatively easy to prove that a certain cryptocurrency is CT-linkable because in such cases
we only have to show at least one counterexample in which the adversary wins. In contrast, it is
much more difficult to prove CT-unlinkable because we have to show that there are no examples.
To show the CT-unlinkability easily, we introduce zero-knowledgeness using the simulation
paradigm for the coin transfer systems similarly for zero-knowledge proof systems.17
Definition 8 (Computational Zero-Knowledge Coin Transfer System). Let M be a coin transfer
system, L pub be the set of all the possible public-inputs of M , and L prv be the set of all the possible
private-inputs of M . We say that M is ‘computational zero-knowledge’ (or just ‘zero-knowledge’)
if for every probabilistic polynomial-time coin transfer machines M prev , Mcur , Mnext ∈ M there
exists a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm M ∗ that does not use private-inputs from M prev ,
such that the following two ensembles are computationally indistinguishable:
• {(public-outputs, private-outputs to Mnext ) = Mcur (public-inputs, private-inputs from M prev ,
self-inputs)}public-inputs∈L pub ,private-inputs∈L prv (i.e., the output of the coin transfer machine Mcur
after receiving coins from the coin transfer machine M prev on public-inputs)
• {(public-outputs, private-outputs to Mnext ) = M ∗ (public-inputs, private-inputs from M prev ,
self-inputs)}public-inputs∈L pub ,private-inputs∈L prv (i.e., the output of the algorithm M ∗ on public-inputs)
Algorithm M ∗ is called a ‘computational simulator’ (or just ‘simulator’) for the transformation
Mcur of the private-inputs from M prev .
The simulation paradigm works as a proving method to show that a participant has never
been informed of any knowledge from the protocol. In the case of Definition 8, the existence of
the simulator M ∗ shows that no new association knowledge between cryptocurrency objects is
leaked from Mcur to Mnext .
We also define an additional property called universality for zero-knowledge coin transfer
systems.
Definition 9 (Universal Zero-Knowledge Coin Transfer System). Let M be a (computational)
zero-knowledge coin transfer system. Suppose a simulator Mu∗ is only dependent on its self-inputs,
and thus can be used for all Mcur ∈ M . In that case, we call Mu∗ a universal simulator, and we
call M a universal zero-knowledge coin transfer system.
Here, we obtain a theorem that easily proves that a certain cryptocurrency is CT-unlinkable.
Theorem 5.1 (CT-Unlinkability of Universal Zero-knowledge Coin Transfer Systems). Universal
zero-knowledge coin transfer systems are CT-unlinkable.
[ Proof. ] Let M be a universal zero-knowledge coin transfer system, M prev , Mnext ∈ M be the
adversaries of the CT-unlinkability indistinguishability game who collude with each other, and
thus {Mi |Mi ∈ M , Mi 6= M prev , Mi 6= Mnext } be the challengers of this game. Let a coin cassoc ∈ C in
that is associated with a coin sent by M prev be sent by Massoc , and a coin cnassoc ∈ C in that is not
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associated with any coin sent by M prev be sent by Mnassoc . Since M is universally zero-knowledge,
Massoc and Mnassoc can use the same simulator Mu∗ that is only dependent on its self-inputs.
Therefore, the outputs of Massoc and the outputs of Mu∗ are indistinguishable, while the outputs
of Mnassoc and the outputs of Mu∗ are also indistinguishable. Therefore, the outputs of Massoc
and the outputs of Mnassoc are indistinguishable, meaning that the adversaries cannot win the
CT-unlinkability indistinguishability game. Thus M is CT-unlinkable. Q.E.D.

6.

CT-unlinkability of Existing Cryptocurrency Transaction Protocols

In this section, we first prove that Mimblewimble is CT-linkable. Next, we prove that Zerocash is
CT-unlinkable by using our proving method to demonstrate its effectiveness.
6.1. Mimblewimble—Mimblewimble is one of the major anonymous cryptocurrency transaction protocols that has already been implemented in Grin and Beam, and later formulated
by Silveira et al.3–5, 7, 18 Owing to the transaction kernel offset, Mimblewimble can shuffle the
transaction outputs and attain coin unlinkability, as shown in ValueShuffle and the Silveira et
al.’s formulation (ValueShuffle also proposes a decentralized protocol using secure multi-party
computation).19 Therefore, it is difficult for the adversaries under the current privacy adversary
model to find any association between input coins (e.g., coin1 in Figure 11) and output coins
(coin2).
However, under the counterparty adversary model, a sender adversary M prev can know the association between the input coins (coin1) sent by the adversary M prev and the output coins (coin2)
received by a challenger Mcur . Similarly, a receiver adversary Mnext can know the association
between the input coins (coin2) sent by a challenger Mcur and the output coins (coin3) received
by the adversary Mnext . Therefore, in the CT-unlinkability indistinguishability game adversaries
can easily distinguish whether each coin sent by the sender adversary was spent for another coin
received by the receiver adversary or not, which means that the adversaries’ advantage in the
indistinguishability game is not negligible. Thus, we conclude that Mimblewimble is CT-linkable.
Private channel

Private channel

(Secrets)

(Secrets)

(Adversary)

(Challenger)

(Adversary)

Mprev

Mcur

Mnext

coin1

coin2

coin2

coin3

(input)

(output)

(input)

(output)

MW’s transaction

MW’s transaction

Distributed ledger of MW

Fig. 11. Mimblewimble Coin Transfer System

6.2. Zerocash—Zerocash is one of the most sophisticated anonymous cryptocurrencies
and has already been implemented in Zcash.12, 20 First, we briefly illustrate the anonymization
scheme in Zerocash.
In Zerocash, all coins on the ledger are encrypted. Two seemingly unrelated identifiers, a coin
commitment cm and a serial number sn (Figure 12), are used to identify each coin. A transaction
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Fig. 12. Zerocash Coin Commitment (cited from the Zerocash paper12 )
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Distributed ledger of Zerocash

Fig. 13. Zerocash Coin Transfer System

sender uses cmnew as an identifier of the coin (described as c new from the viewpoint of the sender).
In contrast, a corresponding transaction recipient uses snold as another identifier of the same
coin (described as c old from the viewpoint of the recipient). Consequently, this makes the two
identifiers of the same coin recorded in the shared ledger unlinkable even from the sender (only
the recipient can link those two coin identifiers).
To convince the recipient that the sent coins are valid (i.e., the shared secrets sent from
the sender are well-formed), the sender includes a zero-knowledge proof πPOUR new in each
transaction to prove that the identifiers and the secret parameters of sent coins are consistent, as
shown in the followings (the suffixes are added from the viewpoint of the sender).
• The coin commitment cmold is properly calculated from the secret information of the coin
c old sent to and held by the sender.
• The coin commitment cmnew is properly calculated from the secret information of the
coin c new produced by the sender and sent to the recipient.
• The public key a pk old used as an address when the sender has received cmold is properly
generated from the sender’s secret key ask old (the proof of the proper recipient a pk old of
cold ).
• The serial number snold is properly calculated from the secret information of the coin
c old held by the sender and the sender’s secret key ask old .
• The secret information cmold is included in the CMList rt new recorded in the shared ledger
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(the proof of the fact that cmold had already existed when the sender received the coin
c old ).
old
• The total amount of old coins (vold
1 + v2 + ...) included in the transaction input is equal
new
to the total amount of new coins (v1 + vnew
2 + ...) included in the transaction output.
Preventing double-spending of the coin c old does not need to be proved using zero-knowledge
proofs. It is sufficient to verify that snold has not yet appeared in any transaction input recorded
in the shared ledger.
Next, we prove that Zerocash is a universal zero-knowledge coin transfer system in Theorem
6.1.
Theorem 6.1. Zerocash is a universal zero-knowledge coin transfer system.
[ Proof. ] Let M z be a coin transfer system of Zerocash. We show that, for every probabilistic
polynomial-time participants M prev , Mcur , Mnext ∈ M z , we can construct a universal simulator Mu∗
for the Zerocash’s POUR transaction, where the ensemble of Mcur ’s outputs and the ensemble of
Mu∗ ’s outputs are computationally indistinguishable, and the identical simulator Mu∗ that is only
dependent on its self-inputs can be used for all Mcur ∈ M z .
Note that we do not construct the simulator regarding the public output parameters and
implementation-dependent parameters (see Zerocash paper12 for more details).
(1) Public-outputs of Mu∗
• CMList rt sim = CRH(rd sim ); rd sim = rand() ∈ self-inputs of Mu∗ (Note that rand() is a
pseudorandom number generator.)
CMList rt new of Mcur ’s public-outputs is a Merkle-tree root and thus a returned value
of a collision-resistant hash function CRH(x) wherein x = ccroot = concat(CRH(cc0 ),
CRH(cc1 )) (cc0 and cc1 are other concatenated returned values of CRH(x)). Since
CRH(x) is uniform, rt new = CRH(ccroot ) is computationally indistinguishable from
rt sim = CRH(rd sim ) that is only dependent on the self-inputs of Mu∗ . Therefore, Mu∗
can universally simulate the public-output rt new of Mcur .
sim
sim
sim
sim
sim
• Serial number snold = PRF[ask old ](ρ old ); ask old , ρ old = rand() ∈ self-inputs
of Mu∗
Serial number snold of Mcur ’s public-outputs is a returned value of a pseudo-random
function PRF[ask old ](x) wherein x = ρ old (a random value generated by M prev ), which
sim
is computationally indistinguishable from PRF[ask old ](x) wherein x = ρ old = rand()
(a random value generated by Mu∗ as shown below). Furthermore, PRF[ask old ](ρ old ) is
sim
sim
sim
also computationally indistinguishable from snold = PRF[ask old ](ρ old ) where Mu∗
sim
sim
replaces ask old with ask old (a secret key of Mu∗ ). Since snold is only dependent on the
self-inputs of Mu∗ , Mu∗ can universally simulate the public-output snold of Mcur .
• Coin commitment cmsim = COMMssim (vsim ||COMMrsim (a pk sim ||ρ sim )); a pk sim = a pk new ,
vsim = vnew , ρ sim = ρ new , rsim = rnew , ssim = snew ∈ self-inputs of Mu∗
Coin commitment cmnew of Mcur ’s public-outputs is a returned value of a commitment function COMMx (z) wherein x = snew denotes the commitment trapdoor, and z =
vnew ||COMMrnew (a pk new ||ρ new ) denotes the committed value. Mu∗ can use the same coin
commitment cmsim = cmnew as Mcur , because a pk sim = a pk new , vsim = vnew , ρ sim = ρ new ,
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rsim = rnew , ssim = snew , as shown below. Since cmsim is only dependent on the self-inputs
of Mu∗ , Mu∗ can universally simulate the private-output cmnew of Mcur .
sim
sim
sim
• ZKP Sim[πPOUR sim ] = Sim[Prove(pkPOUR , x = (rt old , snold , cmsim ), a )]; rt old ,
sim
snold , cmsim ∈ self-inputs of Mu∗
ZKP πPOUR new of Mcur ’s public-outputs is a returned value of a zk-SNARK prove function
Prove(pkPOUR , x , a ) wherein x = (rt old , snold , cmnew ) denotes an instance of the NP language L of the statement POUR, and a = (ask old , c old , c new ) denotes a witness. Assuming
sim
sim
sim
sim
sim
sim
sim
that Mu∗ send a coin cold = (a pk old , vold , ρ old , rold , sold , cmold ), where
sim
sim
sim
a pk old is a public key of Mu∗ , vold is larger than any assumed vnew , ρ old = rand(),
sim
sim
sim
rold = rand(), and sold = rand(), to itself in the past (before rt old ). Under this
sim
sim
assumption, Mu∗ can generate a proof πPOUR sim = Prove(pkPOUR , x = (rt old , snold ,
cmsim ) , a ) that meets completeness of zero-knowledge proof. πPOUR new and πPOUR sim
are computationally indistinguishable because their inputs are mapped to a set of exponent values in the proof of zk-SNARK proposed by Parno et al.14 Furthermore,
πPOUR sim is also computationally indistinguishable from its zero-knowledge proof simulator Sim[πPOUR sim ] that is not dependent on a . Since Sim[πPOUR sim ] is only dependent
on the self-inputs of Mu∗ , Mu∗ can universally simulate the private-output πPOUR new of Mcur .
(2) Private-outputs of Mu∗
• Address public key a pk sim = a pk new ∈ self-inputs of Mu∗
Address public key a pk new of Mcur ’s private-outputs is a number. Mu∗ can use the same
address public key a pk sim = a pk new as Mcur . Since a pk sim is only dependent on the selfinputs of Mu∗ , Mu∗ can universally simulate the private-output a pk new of Mcur .
• Coin value vsim = vnew ∈ self-inputs of Mu∗
Coin value vnew of Mcur ’s private-outputs is a number. Mu∗ can use the same coin value
vsim = vnew as Mcur . Since vsim is only dependent on the self-inputs of Mu∗ , Mu∗ can
universally simulate the private-output vnew of Mcur .
• Randomly sampled values ρ sim = ρ new = rand(), rsim = rnew = rand(), ssim = snew =
rand() ∈ self-inputs of Mu∗
Randomly sampled values ρ new , rnew , snew of Mcur ’s private-outputs are the random
values generated by Mcur . Mu∗ can use the same random values ρ sim = ρ new , rsim = rnew ,
ssim = snew as Mcur . Since ρ sim , rsim , ssim are only dependent on the self-inputs of Mu∗ , Mu∗
can universally simulate the private-outputs ρ new , rnew snew of Mcur .
Q.E.D.
Therefore, we finally conclude that Zerocash is CT-unlinkable from Theorem 5.1 and Theorem
6.1.

7.

Conclusion

Unlinkability is a crucial property of cryptocurrencies that protects users from de-anonymization
attacks. This paper first illustrated a privacy issue in Mimblewimble that could allow two colluded
adversaries to merge a person’s two independent chunks of personally identifiable information
(PII) into a single PII.
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To analyze the privacy issue, we formulated unlinkability between two sets of objects and a
privacy adversary model in cryptocurrencies called the counterparty adversary model. On these
theoretical bases, we defined an abstract model of blockchain-based cryptocurrency transaction
protocols called the coin transfer system, and unlinkability over it called coin transfer unlinkability
(CT-unlinkability). Furthermore, we introduced zero-knowledgeness for the coin transfer systems
to propose a method to easily prove the CT-unlinkability of cryptocurrency transaction protocols.
Finally, we proved that Zerocash is CT-unlinkable by using our proving method to demonstrate
its effectiveness. It is also possible to utilize our proving method to design brand-new prospective
CT-unlinkable anonymous cryptocurrencies in the future.
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